
14 MP HD Digital Camera with 5X Optical 
Zoom — Black

Model: EC-ST71TZBPB
The latest EC-ST71 packs a lot of
performance into an ultra-slim design.
Measuring just over 16.6mm, the ST71
allows users to have the sleekest, most
stylish compact camera around.
It is slim enough to slip into a pocket, so
you can take it with you wherever you go.
Capture More Of Your Life — You already
have the eye. Now all you need is the camera
to capture the world exactly the way you see it.
The ST71 combines a 27mm wide angle lens
with a 5x optical zoom. Letting you can fit more
in frame while delivering a deeper perspective.
And the 14.2 mega pixels provides the sharp,
crisp detail to reveal all kinds of things.
Including what a great photographer you are.
Shake, rattle or stroll — Even the tiniest shake can ruin your shot. Dual Image Stabilization solves that. 
Samsung has combined the revolutionary technology of their ultimate Optical Image Stabilization (OIS) 
mechanism with the advanced algorithms of Digital Image Stabilization (DIS). Giving you sharp images no 
matter the condition. Whether it’s low light, zooming or just a case of plain old shaky hands, your photos 
come out sharp and clear. So let your Samsung camera shake things up. In a good way.
The simple way to go pro. — Turn any moment into a perfect memory. And a professional-looking photo. 
Whether it’s a few friends from last night’s party or the moon reflecting off the lake, Smart Auto (Still &
Movie) instantly analyses key elements of your composition then automatically adjusts to capture the perfect 
shot with multitude of different photo modes and movie modes. And since life isn’t a still life, the camera’s 
object tracking feature captures those subjects that just don’t, or won’t, stand still.
HD movies in the palm of your hand. — Imagine having HD video recording capabilities in a camera that 
fits in the palm of your hand. One that delivers impressive 720p HD quality video at 30 frames per second. 
With the H.264 format that offers recording time 2 times longer than MPEG-4 and 4 times longer than 
MJPEG video. And this camera lets you get creative – just use one of its many cool effects, such as sketch 
mode. Then hook it up to any HDTV or HD monitor with an HDMI and you’re ready to share all the HD 
action.
Cool effects make every photo unique. — Samsung’s Smart Filter, lens and color effects, delivers an 
artistic edge to your still shots and videos. The Miniature filter gives your subjects a miniaturized look, the 
Vignetting filter delivers a strikingly strong compositional contrast, and our Fish-eye filter gives your video 
that cool distorted feel. And its color effects – Sketch and Defog filter – can add an expressive layer or an 
ultra-vivid vibe – to your shots. So get creative and get Samsung.
Smart Face Recognition — Built with Samsung’s innovative Smart Face Recognition technology, the ST71 
automatically adjusts the focus and exposure on up to 20 faces. Or, let the camera select the most 
photographed faces in your photo album to focus on. Smart Face Recognition also lets you quickly search 
for people in your album without having to go through every single photo.


